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Attitudes towards Smoking behaviour is a symbol for the teens to get psychological satisfaction, which is able to bring a feeling of comfort in themselves, where the feeling is that it takes most men at adolescence, where attitudes towards Smoking behavior was able to reduce the sense of edgy, feeling less comfortable, and able to unravel the deadlock thought at the time when depressed so the recognition of smokers. The attitude of adolescents are strongly influenced by a sense of self confident (confident). Self-confidence is believing in itself, believing the ability assets without proclaimed with others and always trying to be better. The background of the formulation of a problem is there a relationship attitude toward the behavior of smoking with self confident student smokers psychology UIN Malang. Research on the problems: 1. How to deduce a level attitude toward the behavior of Student smokers Smoking psychology at UIN Malang. 2. What is the level of self confident Psychology student at UIN Malang. 3. Is there a relationship between attitudes towards smoking with self confident behavior on Student smokers psychology at UIN Malang. Researchers aim to find out: 1. To know the level of attitudes towards Smoking behavior Psychology student at UIN Malang. 2. To know the level of self confident Psychology student at UIN Malang. 3. To determine whether there is a relationship between attitudes towards smoking with self confident behavior on Student smokers psychology at UIN Malang. This research uses a quantitative approach. Data collection by using question form and documentation. Data analysis use product moment correlation. The population used is a male student who smokes in the Faculty of psychology of UIN Malang that add up to 50 students. From the results of the analysis of the obtained results the smoking behavior of attitude toward the student smokers Psychology UIN is present on the category are with a percentage of 76% of the students and the results are self confident Psychology student UIN malang on categories being with percentage 68% of 50 students. And the result of the relationship of attitude toward the behavior of smoking with self confident can be obtained for the rhit attitude toward the smoking behavior of 0.100, with value rtabel 0.2787 so rtabel > rhit (ρ < 0.05) for a significant level of 5% which means that there is no significant relationship between attitudes towards smoking with self confident behavior. With such results, it means that the hypothesis presented in this penelitaian is not acceptable with the results obtained, because there was no significant relationship between attitudes towards smoking with self confident behavior in the students.
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